In the fast-moving world of commercial lending, digital capabilities are essential to keeping up. But digital can do more than just accelerate decision time; it can help you strengthen your customer relationships, risk controls and policy framework – and outperform the competition.

**FIS® Commercial Lending Suite** expands your digital channels and gives you a single platform for managing your entire portfolio. With advanced risk analytics and industry-specific spreading, you can get a complete picture of your performance and your customers.

---

**DRIVE GROWTH**

Attract customers of all sizes, cut response times and boost revenue with a digital, self-service experience.

**KEEP DOWN COSTS**

Better connect systems, improve efficiency and eliminate errors with a modular, open platform.

**KEEP UP UNDERWRITING STANDARDS**

Get a 360-view of the customer and ensure detailed credit risk assessment across all lending relationships.
FIS COMMERCIAL LENDING SUITE
One Integrated Solution for Lending Life Cycle Management

AUTOMATE AND INTEGRATE
With configurable workflow and analytics, manage the complete lending life cycle on one powerful solution. Or choose from plug-and-play modules for origination, assessment, boarding, servicing and monitoring.

SATISFY YOUR CUSTOMERS
Streamline processing, automate decisioning and make it easier to share customer documentation. Deliver omnichannel capabilities and support real-time applications through our customer-facing portal.

ORCHESTRATE CREDIT ASSESSMENT
Route applications through the most appropriate set of assessment processes for the type and size of firm or deal. Automate where possible, but also provide opportunities to analyze and discuss more deeply.

DIGITIZE ALL DATA
Efficiently reuse data from a central deal file, eliminating manual processes and re-keying errors. And make it easier to adhere to credit risk policies, onboard information and monitor facilities.

SIMPLIFY OPERATIONS
Run the solution on premise or move it to the cloud where we can manage the software and infrastructure for you. Use open APIs to integrate data gathering, bureau searches, credit scoring and decisioning.

Go digital with depth for stronger lending relationships.
GETINFO@FISGLOBAL.COM